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4th class -- Eugene ll/ I ~~g~ 
The title for this series of talks is Marxist-Humanist Perspectives 

and the Dialectics of Revolution , I would like to be permitted for 

~~ tocla7!a.·.claaa to change that title to an expression which/twill help us 

to capture the thrust of these ~classes, The ~dology of Marxist-

Humanism and how it is recreated at distinct historic moments in.· the 

freedom movement, is the title I would like us to think about, When 
,,_e 

t jS: w say thisJ .tl\ do not view this methodolgy as supr!l.historical, as some 
~·C- r 
~kind of collection of tru~isms that we express. Rather, the expression 

.. /J,./ItJ:._f/"recreate at distinct historic moments in the freedom movement" is the 

only test of such a methodology. 

·.Lee -UA aeg±n 
. M 

by a es'taf"c; Ji.ow tthe first three classes..._ expressed 

this i'' methodology. In the first class "How tdt Begin Anew? The Birth of • 
Marxist-Humanism and the Vicessitudes of the State-Capitalist 

th~ reading jamned together three historic periods: 

stl&'te-capitalist th~ry was fdtrst 

:~~,,~>;£1•\~i:'::,i,·:: eadings from the 40s, The ~-:-when~~~~~::tl~~::~~ 
, .expressed, itself in a new organizational form, News and Letters 

,.i~~ees andFreadings of @llQI our firs~#'erspectives. Thesis, 

· ·~ical and Practical rerspectives: Where to Begin,'' and our f 

. and hance the reading of the 1984-85 Perspectives Thesis "The 

z~~~~~~~sJ_~~i~v!~~t~ 
~a~·em~r~e~-from that first class~ tz first the fact 

as an original t~y to meet the oJjective reality of our 

~state-capitalism as a world phenomenCJtV-- was inc'omplete andll 

un•srgo •z••i&:lt&•ll• Wcfssitudes if it was not connected·,·i>,H;i;~~t~: 
both maeaea in motion fighting for freedom and 

if 110cial v:l.aion -- the philosophy of Harxist-Humaniam, Second, 
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Marxist-Humanism was no abstraction, but was immediately put into practice 

in the 1950s in the founding of News and Letters Committees, the establish

!/~ .i, ment of a newspaper, News & Letters, whose editor would be a production 

I ~~ worker, Charles Denby, and ~d be a unique combination of 

' ~ worker and intellectual in having voices from the freedom movement and I 
~}'.:::x:::,:·::•::::::, •::::::::::,·:: :::·.:::,:::::·:::'.::,::::::•::•:••-r•·, ./ 

restatement of Marxism in book form with the publication of 

(I hesitaiie to use completed be~e as we all know, 

that first work then led to !!R sod to RLWLKM and to a new book in press 
•. 

on Women's ~iberation and the Dialectics of Revolution, and I ·p~ to 
,...,. 

the !~embryo conceaptioo of a new Marxist-Humanist,work on Marx, --
Marxist-Humanism and organization,) Third, the readings for the fiist 

""""'".·'""'·"''''·'·lll,~s .. P~,i,nted to the ongoing nature of Marxist-Humanist Perspective=• 

in assigning as reading the 1984-85 Perspectives Thesis 

.P~iticular in .our study of that final section of that 

· .• :··cpractice Alone". It is this last section which speil+·ut the 

'¥ ·sr revolutionaries, one that Marxist-Humanist revolutionaries · .. ::_::; :· .· 

We w return to this point later. 

The readings for the Second Class--entitled "Black Consciousnes.i( . 
. . :~I . . . . ' 

· .. •t.Ji"e Needed American Revolution"--concentrated on how Marxist •Huaani·sm 
:··. ,-) .. -

· :. ·.develops the specificity of a particular force of revolution: the ... ~ 

Black Dimension, •••••• limiting J a lD to two hiato~ic moments -... · he 196o 
·.~~erica 

tionary aad we 
···· .... · 

· Baraichael and 

where we showed Black is both beautiful and revolu'-· 

showed the dangers it faced by misleader& such 11• 

Clsavet~ted to take it in non-revolutionary 

,.- and the mid 19708 in Southern Africa and that magnificent Sowetc;, 

Rebellion of youth workers and the emergence of a Black Conac1oujna,za . 
. / •......•. 

Movement. Jama&l against this deep, creative, revolutionary 

! 
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from practice was the labor of a Marxist-Humanist Perspective on the 

Black Movement's relation to the need~American Revolution. !hat 

Marxist-llumanist. persphilt' on Black has historically singlJ out: 1. Black 

as the touchstone of American Civilization, exposing its hollowness. 

2. Black masses as Vanguard -- a conce~ption of what vanguard can mean 
,/ 

~revolutioJ~lar removed from its denegration into the elitist vanguard 

party. 3. M-H perspectives showed the two way road between Africa and 

America of freedom action and ideas, that is, a precise spelling out of. 

how Black 

(See here 

is a world revolutionary question, including thenCarabbean. 

,~); 
especially our pamphlet on FFSAB!.) 4. We show how Marx and 

the Black World intertwined throughout Marx's lifetime from Ameri~a at the 

time of the Civil War to Africa to Australia at the end of Marx's 11.le •. · 

And finally 5. How Marxist-Humanism sees the relationship between race 

and class, indeel between Black and all the other living dimensions of 

freedom -- workers, women, youth, other minorities. !he Second 

. readings on the new paragraphs added to RLWLKM after it went to press ' . 

~~~a glimpse of how that same methodology which Marxist-Humanism 

create with respect to the Black Dimension, was as well pract 

~~~~~~~~(~~~~;k~•f•oxces of revolution, especially women. 

If the f~t class was the development and practice of M-H out of 

·:·sta.te-capitalist t~y as well as its recreation in 1984, and the 

c~ass was looking at how Marxist-Humanism views and helps 

a iiving subject of revolution, then the readings for the 

entitled "What is New in the Anti-War Struggles? What is 

S~~iet Conflict?" were • way of seeing how 

analyzing ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J ·'"international areas -- both as)r.iltilc .il!l ..... lt""'--'iiilcl 

~freedom on an international level. ·: .. ' by 1. returning to the 
' 

···_.question of state-capitalism, no•~ not in the 1940s, but in the 1969!1 .1.\1i!.~1,r~".!~'el; 

ll.eyond when what had emerged was not only one state-c•pitslis t &ian.t: 

calling itself Communist, Russia, but a secon~ China. How the 
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{.pe"'..A-~not alone of those who held state-capitalist th~y, but of the 
~ 1\ 

state-capitalist countries themselves ~ for power on .the world 

~ 
1iilarn wit!>. the bino-boviet'i/;lit. ~. The readings showed the tremendious 

_,A,;J. · /7 k.<!?t.-D t>Cz..::is" /.0.> 
pull ./if!#F's'tate-capitalism, ha on-revolutions in ~·~~ tE! h rdorld\ 
from Castro to those who became followers of Mao. 3. ~~Marxist

asked· 
Humanism/aaali how would the new forces of revolution emerging be able 

to separate themselves from the pull of state-capitalism as well as 

private capitalism of the West? The answer that emerged pointed to 

the necessity of Marxist revolutionaries not basing themselves on the false 

subjectivity of a Mao or otherxiaaliax would-be revolutfnary leads~ but 

rooting ·themselves, rooting ourselves, in the revolutionary subjectivity 

that came from masses in motion. 

~ lbat rootedness in the subjectivity of the masses, must at the 

same time be accompanied by revolutionaries rooting themselves in 
/'J ~ t:h-- ti1:k d'7t, 

Marxls Marxism, his philosophy. ltnrctiit bt±ngs as co t11i~fo-urth 

class ;ekcae Ci"UI! "The Long March of Revolt, the Long March of Philosophy" 

"'"•.., . ~:&;tJk. ;! f:=: ~~.-d>.P~&~~-~~ ·.· 
.Joda~" ..... ~"" q~~~::;zz.:;;;;.;fik;;h :~~A 

movement from prac~ce~~ movement from theoryJ ~~:losophyl\ . In £ 

fact, the title fo): this c~rom Part II of the"\~ Perspectives 

Thesis Today and Tomorrow~ subtitle ..to •an• pe=t::::'! is "Imperative 
-..tu. -~".dH. 

Need for New Relationship of Practice to Theory'~ C'i'(isl"'liit-we want to 

talk about this afternoon. For if we through these classes are asking 
and ~.is it recreated .at· 

~ is this Marxist-Humanist methodology aa~zaaaaxaxaxapa•k*•zxa£~ and 
each specific historic moment, then the answer lies in the labor that 
ali:i:zllx•••••J:xllaaxtaxaaxxazxaa:ltalixazxaa~:llx · · · 
Marxist-Humanism has undertakne to workout this relationship between 

theory and practiee. xlfaxxalla:lt Marxist=llumaniom's specific contribution 

for our. age, what makes us unique, what makes us dare t,say that we 

needs to work ou ~ 

hav.e 

something which the whole revolutionary movement lies. 

in the work we have been doing ever since the early 1950C in working out 

the relation between theoi{ and practice. 

of our Marxiat-Humanist~sy.ICvi'L)_ 
Peecisely that is the kernel 

'"" f(-< ttL' 1 JY~;i .r~ ~ ~ 
·~~i* 
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How have we don( so? 1.} On the one hand we have worked out a cocept 

what ·is the revolutionary practice of the masses and on the other hand 

have been working ~what is revolutionary theory in its relation 

to the masses practice, in its relation to a full philosophy of revolu-

l 
' 

tion. (. 

Let's begin with working out the movemtntfrom practive of the masses 

and its relation to theory. In working this out we had a tremendious 

• amount of help -- from the masses themselvess 

(!}From the workers in America in the 1949-50 Miners General Strike 

~ asked the most profound question of What Kind of Labor Should Human 

Beings Do?, in being the first workers to launch a strike against auto-

mated production in the form of the continuous miner. (You can study" 

both that strike and Marxist-Humanism's relationship to it in our 

pamphlet on The Coal Miners' Genral Strike and the Birth of M-H) 

~ From the East European masses~-the East German Revolt of 1953, the 
r~ ·.·· .. 

Hungarian Revolution of 1956, who pu_!.t DC:~f'..against state-capi.talism :. 

calling itself communism on the agenda, and did so while rediscoverin 
JA~~ 

Humanism of Marxism,~Da• 5 tetdfn CO ptlO&te xeste=n vapit~ 

M-H's specific relation to these and other events in East Europe c~n ~~ 

studied in specifc chapters in M&F on East Germany and Hungatry, _, 

in P&R on Poland, Cheslovakia, Y~g~avia, and in specific pamphlets on 

Poland and t Czesh,ovakia. 

ci)From the African Revolutions of the late 1950s and early 196af The 

African fight against Western imp~lf'm not only remade the map of 

but truly gave birth to the Third World, and to the attempt to hav~ •n 

African socialism, 'centered·on humanism. 

~-From Latin America, the Cuban masses who dared challenge not 

Batista, but American imperialism in 1959, and even earlier, the 

Bolivian Revolution whibh brought forth the dimension of Indian, 

miner and WOID4Ulodf9.-~o(~' 
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the Black Dimension in America l}e_g.inning(·~-:i.-ih t\.e Mo_n,~go~er( 
I .. -- . 

Bus Boycott of 19. 5. 6 and tfontinuins~fough the Civil Rights M.ovement of ~, 
\' " . . ;<·,.:>' ('/ ';'\ :,,, _;x;~j ; c..:·f'~'\· t ,,, .~ ;/;. . :>~ .It ,L\ . ..L J~Y/i 

the 1960s .,\("-\f.'-) · \ :,. (;1 '_./\ "'7.' " ' .. • ) 1 /,1 1 ,4.-(;/ / V: ~ ,'¥ ' ~-;r .T • . \ '!·· v' ·;.y· ••. •,v . ' . A'· l,J I . • '/ i (I ·1 .1(> n· t. ..... ; 
.. \ "' /'. '/:' ,.., ' I.. .• I .- .,1~· . I . J"-' I IV ; 

llx:txv:U:IIx ·':-. , · ~ '· · • • . · · fl. / l !;' rL. ~-. 
v .' . . v . till~~ 

Together with th:ti.i'· tre.;~nd,k".;us movement· from practice.~e11.Marxist- : 
of · 1 

Humanist revolutionaires, who had a certain kind ia/sensktivity to recogni2 

the full revolutionary nature of this movement from practice, to make 

a ca tego~y out of it, to take it so 11 eriously' that we called this movement 
-......__....-¥"" '-----

( •:1_701JI_...Practice a form of revolutionary theory itself. How did we get that 
AA!J"'-. n '/:~ -~ ~ 

/\' v ~i ·.•·of,: ·-s'~!a.t.{vi ty?' This break~\on recognizing how crucial and revolu• 

. . :,f'; /' nal was and is the movement from practice came be~e we were standing 

~"1/_ - on the 4-f~ers, not only of the masses who had lifted u~ so high with the 

actio~in the 1950s, but also be~se we stood upon the 

'(~•hOflders of a Hegel and of a Harx. Fnr from dismissing Hegel as only a 

philosopher~~l's dialectic, as Marx had done.in 

19th century and as Lenin had done earlier in the twentiety 

revolutionary nature of Hegel's dialectic, 

Absolutes gave neirinta of departure for 

dvlllcc.v' ;-, '•ut to confro t capitalism's supposed 

~· i ljJHa it was, wb1n1t 

had not felt that Hegel's 

their agee. Marx decided 

ebaolutas to show ~ 
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that capitalism was nota ahistoric add eternal, but rather that 

its absolutes were false, were in mortal opposition to each other, the 

highest one being on the one hand the absolute concentration and centrali~ 

zation of capital in the hands of fewer and fewer capitalists, while 

at the same moment using lef and less work8rs, living labor, and thus bri~. 
forth the growth of the absolute army of unemployed which would be an a 

army of revolt, When Lerl'Jreturned to Hegel in 1914 he found the concept 

of transformation into opposite, not Hegel's absolutes, as the philsophic 

dimension which spoke most directly to his age, ~ Dunayevskaya and 

Marxist-Humanism saw somethin~ very new in Hegel's absolutes for 

our age, We certainly agreed with Lenin that transformation into opposite 

was profound -- competition into monopoly, and a section of the working 

class into its opposite, an aristrocracy of labor, But we have had 

i 
f 
[ 
! 

! 5,0 more years .. Of transformation into opposite, including the ~forma-. 1 

tion of the Russian workers' state into state-capitalism, and Gl that f 
.r: .. .r I. quite enough for our age, We need to know~ to prevent revolu- 1 

:;_ tiona from being transformed into counter-revolution, witness Irarpmd bu.~. I 
Gre~ada, L l(fJtJ. Wte are one with Marx about till falsehood of capi talism• s I 

absolutes, witness their abolute of sci~, which in their hands, has 

the form of high tech, ~igh unemployment and the H-bomb and can only 

mean humanity's disappearance as a species, Or witness capitalism's 

fetishism of commodities at the same moment there is mass starvation, 

But what Marxist-Humanism sees is a way out, a way out in that 

revolutionary movement from practice that we have designated as a form 

. ot thoery, it at the same time revolutionaries grasp that therejts a . 

movement from theroy rooted in a philsophy of revolution that needs to 

be made concrete for our age, It is precisely for that reason that 

r 

I 
I 
' I 
I 
i 
I 

i 
I 

we grapple with Hegel's absolutes anew, 

absolutes are not unmoving pi~acles of a 

What we see iS that Hegel's i. 
some place '/ 

fact J 
1648~.;;,J 

system which stops 

touching God, Instead we see that Hegel's absolutes are in 



re~olutionary new bednnings in l:£e andi in tho~ght -- that is, we can 

·translate Hegel's absolutes as no~other t~ the absolute movement to 

become free, a ~·• permanent movement toward freedom,an unchained dia

lectic, a permanence of revolution, when that diJ~jctic is in the hands 

head and soul of masses in motion and Marxist revolutionaries in revolu
tionary praxis .• ~' 1{/ lfc.c S: \/-{I~IYV--.- .'J·L1. -+6-• L;.v·& (f ;{, ((ncft,•t-4(. 

Everything we have done as News & Letters Committees1 our paper, our , 

pamphlets, our books, our participation in all the aspects of the 

freedom movement has that movement from practice of the masses as 
/• ---~· its beginnings, as its essee,nes1 as it notion, or goa.l or aim, This 

/(.--· CVvtr\.. 

is the self-development of masses in motion toward freedom, And yet, 

that movement from practice, this long marc) of revolt, that is our point 

of departure aldour point of return, is not the totality of what we mean 

by Absolute~~New Beginning, Equally crucial from 

Theory tha~s able 'to fully meet '!;hat m~ytfm bei~ ·)C. f. 
grounded ln a philosophy of revolution, 'JlhV~th g ch o ~----
philosopl;ly. . / ~~~t::PII/;t."##' 

That movememt from practice that is itself a ~~f' theory~ · · 

very early, in the 1950s, march of' revolt since then has been. 
I ~II/' ' . 

masses continual..:,'~~ ew f'orms 

the 80s, 
of revolt in the 60s, 70s and now 

I 
The lo~ march of phifsophy in our era has not simply bet~ single 

brReakt~f we take a critical look at our own praxis over three 

decades, we will see that the movement from thoery, rooted in philsophy, 

hii.O. had a long march, It has been a march to become moreand more 

explioid as to the role, the tasks
1
of Marxist revolutionaries, 

Very early on 

;J.uat hew new a l'elat!ouahi~ ot theer;y to ~rae'l:ice was duaad&ll by -the 
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b!O'eal£thx:ough o~ the Absolute......Idaa. Yes, we recon,rized masses as subject 

or revolution. And we counterposed their revolutionary subjectivity not 

only to the unfree, false objectivity of capitalism, but'we also counter

posed the masses. subjectivity to the narrow subjectivity of would-be 
' hI l., il·f 

Marxistsx r~ from Mao, to Castro to the Trotskyists 

and others who we designated as post-Marx Marxis~who didn't base 

themselves 

explici-H; 

on Marx• s Marxism. But at t(t.,e same t.ime '!fe hadn'.t yet posed 
/,' >1, ct..._. /il('cl1 j:,>:l ."'• :J> '/ /t .. Jil.:q. 

a second revolutionary subjectivi ty''which of necessity ilnrsr 

arise together with masses in motion, And this is the revolutionary sub-

jectivi ty of Marx's Marxism, as a phiilosophy of revolution, recreated for •• 

our day as Marxist-Humanism. Putrifferently Marxist-Humanism/tflel{ very 

much a part .9f whl t we m~!Ul when we s Aljl_solute ~ ea as New / -fP -;.:J'.c /.7 
\r" -tfzx_ ~ /h..1V.Jt<. 6-•1 'w ~(_ trJ!Jill · .....,.,.~ '?'LH 

Beginningf I · s p~il~o~- ~:u-~,.. 0-<1-i;-~'! ~~4 

f 
~ 
I 

;Jibe. masses as -a Ne .. 'Begilmlllg.- tp tJu. 11 6;} · . ~ 
Which brings me back to the title of the last section of our 198~85 

Per~pectives "Not By Practice Alone", If z• we realize that for 

more than a quarte~f a century we have explic~y rejected the vanguard 

party to lead, And that we have some thirty years of labor to show the 

I 

! 
I 
' 
f 
I 
I 
f 

revolutinary nature of what we mean by a movement from practice that is ! 
bill 

itself a from of the~y, if you see this, then you will understand how 
~1/ . 

different and on oa competely new revolutionary level it is for us to say. ·· 
. . ~·' . 

I 
I 

"N~ Pr,'&!!ce Alone" h w d:f~:Jl1w~~~}~~~--o:~~ f4. 
who ct;i QNs ~e saying that~· ~'ay, Wlr I 
are working out the role of revolutionary Marxist thi~k~s, theoretians ~. 

w working out the role of organization in a way it·~ never been 1 
worked out before, T~t is the task we aretn the midst of, 

I will return to this question once more in my conclusion, But 
::, :l!'irst-..we have to see that this relation of' theory to practice that I 

1:;. 

have been speaking of' it• not a thoeretical debalting point, but a li~e ···~ 

and death question that has beenthe ~chilles heel not only in the .• . 
16484: . . ·· 

... ,.& 
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past but is the1tchilles heel we are facing today. So we want to discuss 

how philoephy ia made concrete how it is practice~ ~ We are 
. ) 
going to do it ... in three ways, ixxfX .. x~~~ that are presented 

. class · in the/readings for this wekk,l. I am going to take a specific year 

19?6 and take up a world hoP spot, ~e Middle East and see how Marxist

Humanism analyzed through the two pollitica~ters the one of 

Jan. 1976 on the UN Resolution on Zionism is Racism and the Aug. 

1976 Letter on the Civil War in Leabaonon. ~. Terry is going to see 
'LA 

houw Marxist-Humanism takes up a whole Continert\' not limited to one 

year by looking at Ray/Political-Philosophic Letter on Latin ·\ 

America's Unfinished Revolutions. And J, Blane will be taking up 

how M-H analyzed a specific period of Marx~•xitfR2••c-~ ~is last decate-

and will show how we are not just looking at a long neglected period of 

·Marx's life work, but~ are determined to connected those last writings 

of Marx to the revolutionary ~d taska of the 1980s. . -· .• 



revolutionaries 
1-~ 

developed principled positions on a national 

question, We won't take the time to follow in here in any detail, I 

am pointing to it for your study, so that you can see how Marxit

Humanism briAg in revolutionary historical time into an analysis not 

for the purposes of quoting"aut~9ities" but for purposes of grasp~ing 
-w~t-i.;-;;dw~i~~~-;thod~!f,'-··-··---

-----
The anticipatory time that this January Letter rases in terms of 

the fight in Lebanon, and Syraia •_s potenti,al ,co~~er-revolutionary role 
rrr~ . A""' r., t·lvYlt·•) , 

as the PLO waffled tbe the ques~ ~f the' tebanese Civil War, comes 
d./ through with a ~·•xx dev,stating truth by August when the 

·fl·v 
PPL on Leb~n, the test not only of the PLO but the whole Left is 

Written, For it is here where not only Syrai's counter-revolutionary role 

is shown so very clearly, but even more crucial, the absolutely lack 

of ~app~ching a revolutionary phiosophic vision within the 

P:W--which then proceeds to suffer an almost equal defeat a.f the Lebanese j 

Moselum Left does in the Civil War--a defeat !!a not at the hands of 

·\ -rAt I Isra-,lo. thought there were ._most .happy it ha~pened ~ut a de{l!at at the 
I.J~:.<t~ ~ (JV' ~5'-ev>-c"~~""L. I'll. Owl- ~ tw-r. <-'V gz/?(i#..L'Zj -==r h dsofthe ·so-called progressiv~_;allies, espec ally Syr¥'7'\ It is 

clear that what unites the Arab nations big and smell is not as 

much anti-Israel though that ioq is~ un~fYing cement,_'' it is ant~ 
,t ~a..J:..r~ 4-u.i$ ~ IJlJ.f:K!:. ~<;< . 

revolution in their own cou'h'tries, That is what they will all unite to · j 

try and defeat, and the PLO among others, be@&me a victurm, though by 

no means an innocent one, 

But where the anticipation of this M-H analysis is really seen is 

t~day--looking at the Middle East;Lebanon in particular. s "When 

bpstory and theory get into each other's way, and philsophy and 

I 
I 
i 
I 

I 
I 

I 

revolution get separated, there is no exipt from counter-revolutionary 

consequences," What else has Lebanon 1977-1984 been except the:t ~ . • ·. . 

horror of counter-revolution from SyJt~i) to Israel, to the fascist talange,, 
'J.-1 "'.JY/ :r i 

to the d1utruct1on of relll.'nts of th PLO, to the rise of Khomani supporter•! 

to the dfatruction of both Lebanese ahd Plaestinian people, .,, 
' I 
~ i i future tiae ! It is that jaming together of ongoing events, histor o t me, . , 

' .;.;" 
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' 

u;r;J) .,_ M"'-.rf.:..,L·--Ii<.J.tl!!.,:;J (;.·• ... Jr, ..... C-t·.f'I'-tr·.<d ... .,_, 
(Teary report here, and then Eugene intuoduces the fo owi ) J : 

The question of failed revolutionary practic~ _ ot b'~_an~ ered ~~mply, l 
1 . x-\OJ£i.\ tl.b:~-Vl.C- L l ,~/tlo-0 i 

by more practice on top of failed, incomplete thepr~· that doe-s-notn-- i 
deserve eve,tge name of half-way 4i~lectic, whether in the Middle 

1 

' 
East or in Lation America or anywhere in the world, It has to be addressed' 

~y digging back into Marx's phidosophy and/~dersta~ng of his concept 

of r~volutin. We are doing that in this class by seeing how Marxist

Humanism went back and dug into the Marxism of Marx. 

Diane will examin this in terms of Marx's last decade and how 

Marxist-Humanismtsxxxx views it as new moments for our revolutionary era. 

(After Diane's report, Eugene has his conclusion) 

.... y 
no~~~ething tol 1Jmo-k~ but";BB:~a~~i:ffirg to Revolutionary philosophy is 

• 
revolutionary dialectic in the age of practice, How do we unchain the 

f 
Reaganisa. That is what the classes are trying to dig into, What we .. 

have seen whether today when we lo~d Jt. the Middle East and Latin Americ~ 
or whether as in earljer classes we lod}d at Mao , at ~he Black Dime~sion,l 

[ 
at the qua stior£ of war and peace)~ war and revolution -- what we have· in f .. 
all this moments is that the masses in their revolutionary pragice have· I ' 

·• ._ · · (. time~ again unchaine;} that Jlialectic of freedom in the ~ 
· --~ _ ~uality ~the~;~~l:S~?~ra~-'f:~:"~~~FBtt weatl' ~--. 

. 0 
North and South, have constatnly sought to keep the people in shakles. 

to keep the dialectics of revolution in chains, But we have also seen 

that the revolutionary moveme~t itself h-as not unchained that revoluti~,---_··_·_-_· 
dialectic in thought, an unch~ng that _}s so necessary it we are to _____ .. 

•••igrtn*"'*x•t•t-dtwx tully unchain~hat dialectic in lite., · · --. · s .,_,.i,. hao witton o< { oinglo diolootio in ~t on4 , ] 

in • We do so not bed~e we put it tQ.:Jgether, but becuaae ·in@_,J,{. 

actuality there is only one revolutionary dialectic, one thats an ._,."~,·~"-'f 
intertwing of the ideal and the real, thought and reality, theory and 



' 

- _:-

.. 

practice. 

It is these classes -- becuase they reinvestigate what Marxist-Hi.unanisn' 
'.V 

has d.;Wn ~~~~~at relationship between thm ry and 

practic~f\-/,hlch can help us grasp how to uncha_in the dialetic. 

Not by practice alone ••--* does not mean any substitution for the maa~ 
afll ~e. lJwb:hxn:h Ratn it is a recogniztion that that single cHaletic 

isl\one of thought,of a philsophic vision,of a recreaJfon of Mar~ for 

our day, and c. that such a recreation is not only nee~ 'by the movement 6 a ill 

whole, but m~t of necessity find organization exression if it is to be 

worked out fully. That is what News and Letters co.aittes strive to 

be -- an or~izational expression__o1' .. the.r~.~~ation of Marxism for our 

'lf.at i~ what we are trying to show t'(i" ~~;;;;·classes •-· not only 
·i 
I 

dQ .• - I no separation of th&ry and practice, of masses self-activity and the 
I 

self-determination of the idea which is revolutionary philsOPhyo but that I 
that revolutionary philsophy has a home, an organzational form -- 1 

I 

I 
News and Letters Committee, And I want to say to those of you who are 

participating in these classes who are not yet members, It you 

find that you agree with this philsophic vision, I 
then you .ztt in the end should feel compelled to make News and Letters 1 

~ ~ I 
Co11111ittees your hoje, your organiz-ti:o~ expression of these ideas. It is , 

i"•uch a collectivity as News and Letters Committees& that one Canll ___ ..U 

1

1 

"l""htltJ work out the fullest expression of these ide:s so that revolution . . 

will not t•qu• remain a future to be, but the actuality of ~tree. j. 
When Marx penned •Tae is the ~e for human development" he most ·J. 

certainly aeant not capitalist'_.,., but the revolutionary time of a n!1r ~. · .. ·. 
society in the process of beco11111ing. Now is the time for this becouirlg.j 

ITI 
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